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About Vivanta


    

    
        
            
            Vivanta represents a collection of sophisticated upscale hotels. The brand, promises to deliver experiences that are dynamic, spirited and unique with a dash of uniqueness and an unexpected twist – a perfect fit for contemporary travellers.
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                Treat yourself and your loved ones to a relaxing staycation at our iconic city hotels.
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                Stay a Bit Longer

                Stay 3 nights or more and get more value. The longer you stay, the better it gets.
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                        24X7 check-in/check-out

                        
                            
                                Enjoy the convenience of checking into or out of our hotels at any time.
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                                        24X7 check-in/check-out

                                         Now enjoy the convenience of checking into or out of our Vivanta hotels at any time 24X7 and personalize your stay just the way you like it.
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                        Pet Friendly Hotels

                        
                            
                                All your family members, and we mean pets too, are in for a treat at Vivanta.
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                                        Pet Friendly Hotels

                                         Man’s best friends are always welcome! All your family members, and we mean pets too, are in for a treat at Vivanta. Believe us when we say leave no one  behind on a family vacation.
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                        Wellness In Your Room

                        
                            
                                Be energized and refreshed with amenities placed in the comfort of your room.
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                                        Wellness In Your Room

                                         Be energised and refreshed with amenities such as detox water, fruits, acupressure boards, and Yoga mats, all placed in the comfort of your room when you stay at a Vivanta.
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                        Dining

                        
                            
                                Unlike popular notions of health food being bland and boring, our active studio has given a new spin to healthy meals that are impossible to resist.
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                                        Dining

                                         The ‘active studio’ is designed keeping in mind the health-conscious traveller. Unlike popular notions of health food being bland and boring, our active studio has given a new spin to healthy meals that are impossible to resist. Especially the ‘wake-up’ breakfast menu which has a careful selection of carbohydrates, whole grains, legumes with low glycemic index and fresh fruits, ensuring you pack in more energy with every bite.

The Vivanta All-Day Dining restaurants provide nourishing and scrumptious food 24/7, always prepared with a local touch. The home-style cooking ensures that you maintain good health throughout your stay. And at the same time gives you the opportunity to sample local delicacies.

The Vivanta Hotels also have buzzing cafes and lounges that are perfect to meet friends and business associates. Then there is the “Eat-in menu” which offers a tempting selection of food and beverages that you can enjoy in the privacy and comfort of your room should you not wish to venture out.
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                        Meet & Celebrate

                        
                            
                                We have well-designed thoughtful spaces to help you communicate and collaborate with your colleagues and business associates.
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                                        Meet & Celebrate

                                          We have well-designed thoughtful spaces to help you communicate and collaborate with your colleagues and business associates. With high speed smart technology we enable you to streamline your work so that you can achieve your best even when you are on the move – be it on work or holiday.

Whether you need to brainstorm ideas or conduct meetings that require a full set of office supplies and light refreshment, our facilities are designed to meet every requirement. You can count on us to have all the details covered from the word go.

But where there’s business, there’s also pleasure. Vivanta Hotels also provide ideal locations for weddings and receptions. From theme to catering to decoration, rest assured we have all the facilities and resources to design events that are as unique as you are.
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                        Rejuvenate in our Spas

                        
                            
                                With our commitment to wellness, our spas help you immerse your mind and body in a soothing sanctuary of tranquility.
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                                        Rejuvenate in our Spas

                                         With our commitment to wellness, our spas help you immerse your mind and body in a soothing sanctuary of tranquility. A selection of signature treatments from professionally trained therapists ensures you remain rejuvenated and reinvigorated.
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                    The unrivalled guardian of grandeur, Taj conjures a panoply of superlatives. With an art of hospitality that has been perfected over a century, Taj delivers unmatched experiences and lasting memories for guests around the world.
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                    Celebrating a legacy of time, a sense of place or a specific theme, SeleQtions offers a range of marquee hotels that each boast of distinct and special experiences.
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                    A distinctive collection of vibrant hotels that are handpicked for the young, contemporary achievers of today who stand apart without being rebels, and that allow them to discover joie de vivre.
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                    Deeply contemporary in spirit, Ginger caters to those for whom the lines between work and play are blurred and those who need a hotel as seamless, flexible and open minded as they are.
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                    Elegant and charming escapes set in breathtaking locales that combine homely comfort and warm service to deliver a truly immersive and authentic local experience for their guests.
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                    Qmin brings Qurated dishes from our iconic restaurants, made with the highest Quality of ingredients, from a wide variety of Quisines to the doorstep of our guests.
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                    Elevating air catering with creative twists and elegant accents, TajSATS enriches travel with delicious and nourishing meals, creating hospitality that never compromises on quality.
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